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Reason behind the selection of this topic ?!

Questions that can be answered?
 Why higher officials and politicians are in the limelight around Shell
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Companies?
Why MCA is striking off and crashing down inactive companies on rapid
basis?
Reason behind the declaration of Directors as Disqualified who are
untouched till years?
Why SEBI has initiated action against few listed companies and suspended
from active trading in recent times?
Reason behind the recent schemes introduced by Income Tax department
like condonation of Delay schemes?

General Meaning of Shell Company
The Companies Act does not define
“Shell Company” and no other piece of
Legislation provides for the guidance
on what does it constitutes; however,
the General definition is understood
as:
“A shell company is a company that
exists only on papers, without active
business operations or significant
assets and has no office or employees.”
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Background and its rapid evolution

The Need to know about it?

If you end up investing in a shell company, or
in entities which set up a shell company, your
money could be used for illegal purposes and
may not even be recoverable given the
government crackdown on these entities.
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Is a Shell Company always illegal?
A shell company may be legal or illegal. There are many shell companies which
work within the legal limits. For example, a company may create a subsidiary
to look after only its HR functions but not to engage in its main trade or
business. It would be a shell company but not illegal.

The term shell company is mostly used for illegal shell companies and such
companies should be identified based on purpose of their creation.
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Preferred Reasons!
 Formed as multiple layers to hide the identities of real owner
 Tax evasion/ Tax avoidance

 For money laundering and siphoning off the black money
 For Ponzi schemes fraudsters
 Floating of Public Issues by entities banned by the regulators
 Defrauding the Bankers/ creditors
 Evasion/ reducing the impact of Insolvency Proceedings by way of

Phoenixing
 For shifting incomes to tax neutral jurisdictions
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Modus Operandi

1

 Create a shell company. The inception of which is done by naming persons

who are not the real owners as board of directors to create obscurity (i.e., to
hide the identity of real owners).
 Carry out fake transactions to window dress the financial statements of the
company and create cash. For instance: Record sales and purchase over and
above the actuals, inflate payrolls, under or over value stock and assets, etc.
 Park money in the form of investments in equity shares. This is facilitated
through buying shares of shell firms, inflating the prices and selling after a
year to claim tax exemption on long-term capital gains.
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Modus Operandi

2

Evasion of both direct and indirect taxes to ensure the audit trails do not leave
any footprint of the illegal transactions. To evade indirect taxes, companies
misrepresent information during the return filing process, especially those
associated with product categories, vendors, customers and quantum of
transactions etc.
Consequently, these companies survive as shadow firms and inject
money to propel the growth of a parallel economy or black market in India.
Shell companies launder money by operating below the radar and acting as
fulcrums, converting black money to white and vice versa. Experts believe that
in sectors such as real estate and manufacturers of metals and alloys, where
facilitation payments are common, money is laundered to fulfill illicit
payments.
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1. Create a
shell
Company

4. Evasion
of taxes to
hide illegal
transactions

Modus
Operandi

3. Park the
amount as
investments
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2. Enter into
fake
transactions

Which Laws are Violated in India?
Below are major laws violated by shell companies having connection with India
through conducting the above activities in illegal way:
 The Companies (restriction on the number of layers) rules, 2017
 Securities and Exchange Board of India
 Benami Transactions Prohibition (Amendment) Act, 2016
 Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002
 Indian Penal Code
 Place of Effective Management (PoEM)
Guidelines issued by CBDT
 Black Money Act
 Indirect Tax Laws
 Direct Tax Laws
 Insolvency Laws
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Challenges around Shell Companies
 Firstly, there is no legal definition for shell company, under Companies Act,

2013.
 Secondly, there is no specific law to deal with only the shell companies. The

present procedures are done under the Benami Transaction (Prohibition)
Amendment Act, 2016; Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002; and the
Companies Act, 2013.
 Thirdly, it is difficult to gather data on transactions and difficult to distinguish

between genuine and illegal shell companies. Transactions from multiple
accounts can make tracking difficult. Existence of complex corporate structure
in India also makes its difficult to find the shell companies.
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Major revelations about Shell Companies in the
World!!

What is it?

What do you mean by
Offshore entities?
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To which
company the
data belongs?

09 May 2016

& others
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Indian Perspective-Task Force!!
The actions began with the regulators launching a twopronged attack on shell companies. The ‘Task Force’ was
set up in February 2017 by the Prime Minister’s Office
under the joint Chairmanship of the Revenue Secretary
and Secretary, MCA with a mandate to check in a
systematic way, through a coordinated multi-agency
approach, the menace of companies indulging in illegal
activities including facilitation of tax evasion and
commonly referred to as ‘Shell Companies’. Department
of Financial Services, CBDT, CBEC, CBI, ED, SFIO, FIU-IND,
RBI, SEBI, DG GSTI and DG-CEIB are its Members.
The Task Force on shell Companies has met 8 times since
its constitution and has taken pro-active and coordinated
steps to check the menace of shell companies.
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Action Taken and Achievements made
 Freezing of accounts of the defaulting companies who have long exceeded the

stipulated time limit, for filing the financial statements and returns under the
companies act, 2013
 To help the genuine corporates in regularizing their pending returns, the
Condonation of Delay Scheme, 2018 was brought in by Central Government. It
was effective from 1.01.2018 to 1.05.2018.
 Exchanges to verify the credentials of suspect companies by appointing an
independent auditor - 331 Suspected shell Companies
 Operation Clean Money – over 2 lakh shell Companies
 Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) and Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT)
have signed MoU for automatic and regular exchange of tax information
 POEM Guidelines
 Member Law Enforcement Agencies to send to ICAI, the details of action taken
against Chartered Accountants by them.
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Major Issues noticed
One of the key issues hampering the investigations and prosecutions against
entities involved in financial irregularities has been lack of a proper and
uniform definition for “shell companies”. It has arrived at a criterion to define
the “shell companies” and it has suggested some possible parameters to
define if a company has been set up to launder money or exploit regulatory
arbitrage.
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Conclusion!!!

Tackling of shell companies in India can help:
 To protect the interests of the investors thereby to
 Ensure the ease of doing business
 Reducing the menace of black money
 Will result in higher tax revenue which will not only help the government
enhance public spending but will also lower the tax burden on honest
taxpayers.
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